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CONTROL IN CIRCLING FLIGHT. 
By F. H. Norton and E. T. Allen. 
SUMMARY. 
Thi investigation was undertaken by the ational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory for the purpo e of developing in truments 
that would record the forces and position of all three control, and to obtain data on the be-
havior of an aU'plane in turn. All the work was done on a tandard rigged J 4II (machine 
ro. 2 of N. A. C. A., Report No. 70). It wa found that the machine was longitudinally unstable 
and nose heavy; that it was laterally unstable, probably due to too little dihedral; and that it 
was directionally unstable, due to insufficient fin area, tills last being very seriou , for in case of a 
loss of rudder control the machine immediately whips into a spin from which there is no way of 
getting it out. On the other hand, it was found possible to fly quite sati factorily with the 
rudder locked, and safely, though not 0 well, with the ailerons locked. The value of Y v was 
obtained in free flight, and when the effect of the propeller was subtracted, the agreement with 
the model te t was excellent, but 'w1th the propeller revolving at 1350 the value of Y v was nearly 
doubled. The value of Lv and Nv were little affected by the slipstream, but theu' values do not 
agree with the model test. 
GENERAL STABILITY AND CO TROLLABILITY. 
It has been attempted to pre ent this report from the standpoint of the engineer and pilot 
as well as from that of the phy ici t, for the more time that i pent on practical stability, the Ie 
important seems the theory of small oscillations a compared with the other phases of the prob-
lem. When one of the most u ed and well liked training planes is normally unbalanced and 
statically un table with free controls in every particular, it would eem that the dynamical 
stability is at pre ent of secondary importance. There are, of cour e, airplanes that are much 
more stable than the machine u ed in the e te t , but the point that hould be emphasized is 
that, generally speaking, a pilot doe not lmow a table from an un table machine, and if the 
forces on the control are small he i ju t as well ati fred with the un table one a with the other. 
It seems to be the general impression among nonfiyers that piloting an unstable plane is analogou 
to walking a tight rope, requirinO" constant vigilance and great dexterity, but the beginner 
learns to fly as quickly in an un table machine a in a table one. It is not intended to give the 
impre sion that tability i of no value, for thi i certainly not the Ca e; for a machine table 
with free controls could be brought down safely if a control wire broke and it would be less 
tiring to the pilot in long flight. 
The subject of stability and control i till in a very confu ed tate for the rea on that little 
has been done to bring together the work of mathematician and phy icist on one hand and engi-
neers and pilots on the other. The former cla s is apt to th orize on conditions that do 
not actually exist in flight and the latter have no definite mean of expre ing control or sta-
bility quantitatively. However, the subject of stability and controllability may be logically 
divided into four parts. 
The first is balance, that i , there should be no force on the controls when in the normal 
flying condition, for without the ful:filment of thi requirement stability would have no signifi-
cance. For example, a machine may be no e heavy and if left to it elf dive under onto its back, 
yet if the pull on the stick were balanced by a pring the machine might be table. This concli-
tion of course applies only to free controls. 
The second division i what i commonly called tatic tability, and i present if forces are 
produced when the machine is displaced from it equilibrium po ition, which tend to return it 
to that position. This applies both with free and locked controls. 
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The third part i what i called dynamic stability, and can have ignificance only when the 
machine i in balance and i statically table. A machine is said to be dynamically stable when 
any oscillation set up tends to damp out. Thi condition is easy to observe on almost any air-
plane by locking the elevators in the machine's stable region, which can be found by trial. If 
the throttle is closed for an instant un til the nose tarts to drop, and then opened to its former 
setting, the nose will soon ri e, overshooting the equilibrium angle, and will continue to rise 
and fall regularly with a period of from 15 to 30 seconds. If stable, the amplitude of these 
oscillations will decrea e; if unstable, they will increa e. The same thing can be observed when 
making banked turns, but the stability characteristics are different under these conditions. 
Oscillation in roll and yaw are more difficult to observe, probably because a sufficient degree 
of static lateral tability has not been obtained. It may be said in general that dynamic stability 
is of the least importance compared with the other divi ions of the subject, for if the machine is 
not tatically stable it ha no meaning, and if the machine is made statically stable it is prac-
tically always also dynamically stable. 
The fourth part i lightness of control, especially in acrobatics; that is, a small force on, 
and a small movement of the controls should be required to produce large angular accelera-
tions. Lightness of control is intimately connected with static stability, especially as regards 
longitudinal motion. There has been no atisfactory method of measuring this quality and 
its degree has been determined heretofore by the statements of pilots. By using three syn-
chronized instrument r ecording respectively the control forces, the control positions, and the 
angular attitude of the machine, it should be pos ible to obtain a definite measure of control-
ability. This is a primary aim of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics in study-
ing the subject. 
APPARATUS AND METHODS. 
The general method of recording the forces on the controls is shown in figure 1. An auxiliary 
rudder bar is connected to the regular bar by special springs (22) . The rudder wires (24) are 
connected to this secondary bar, 0 that the r elative movement between the two bars is a meas-
ure of the force applied. In the same way the relative motion between the handle and the 
top of the control column will measure the elevator and aileron forces. These forces can be 
read directly on the rudder scale (21) and the aileron and elevator scale (19), but in most cases 
the forces were transmitted to the recording instrument (23) . In figure 2 is shown a detail 
view of the control head. The upper part with the handle is connected to the lower collar 
through the cantilever spring (1 ) and the relative motion is transmitted by the two bell 
cranks (16 and 17) mutually at right angle to the wires (20) running to the recording instrument. 
FIG. I.-General assembly of apparatus for recordin g forces 011 the controls. FIG. 2.-Head of force recording stick. 
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Figure 3 shows the interior of the instrument for recording the control forces; (6) is an 
electric motor to give a constant speed, but the governor in this case was removed, as the speed 
was of no importance in this work; (7) is a light holder, containing a special flash-light bulb 
and an adjustable prism to reflect the beam through the lens (9) onto the three mirrors (8) 
from which it is r eflected to the photographic film. In order to distinguish between the three 
r ecords a sectored disk (10) driven from the lower shaft by a belt (15) revolves slowly before 
the mirrors, making dotted lines on two of the records. The ill'um for holding the film is shown 
in figures 5 and 6 and is constructed like a plate holder , so that the shutter (25) is automati-
cally opened by the pin (14) when the drum i placed on the instrument. At the ame time 
FIG. 3.-InstrumeIlL for recording forces. 
FIG. 5.-Film drum holder. 
FIG. 4.-A.nother view of instrument for recording forces. 
FIG.6.-Film drum showing rollers 
ior lightening film. 
the clutch (12) i engaged to rotate the ill·um. The film i held on the inner drum (fig. 6) by 
the rollers (27) and the amount the drum ha turned can be seen on the dial (2 ) through a 
red glass window. The underside of the in trument i hown in figure 7 with the bottom cover 
plate removed ; (3) is the lower part of the motor frame, (2) is the drive shaft, (1) is the gear 
for rotating the film drum, and (4) are the spring to take up any backlash in transmi sion. 
An identical in trument is being constructed to r ecord the position of the controls, but 
as it could not be completed in time for these te t the cale shown in figme were u ed and 
were read by the observer. The movement was tran mitted from the control by throttle 
wire and a spring wa placed in the system to take up the backla h. Each scale was carefully 
calibrated after it was in place. 
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FIG. 7.-Underside of force recorder. 
The airspeed was determined by the u ual pitot-venturi in trument, and the error in bank 
by an e pecially sen itive bubble inclinometer. It was attempted to measure the yaw by the 
British type of yawmeter using lack diaphragms (fig. 9). This in trument, however, wa 
found very unreliable, the scale being crowded too-ether on one side of the zero and very open 
on the other and the reading varying with the peed of the airplane. The method finally 
adopted consi t of a simple U tube half filled with alcohol and the free end connected to the 
side of a yaw head. In addition to this a graduated vane pivoted on a vertical a.,'(i wa placed 
low down and ahead of the wing at the inner strut 0 that it could be read by the pilot. The 
method of procedure consisted in flying at the de ired speed and yaw by mean of the vane 
and then etting a movable pointer at the level of the liquid in the U tube and u ing this to 
fly by. Although this method seem a little indirect, it gave very sati factory r esult . 
Scale. 
~ 
rig. 9 . 
YAWHcTcR 
Slack 
Ot"aphragm. Scale placed over cowlin9 In rront or p do! 10 deter/rJlne 
an91e or bonk. r ig. 10. 
The angle of bank wa determined by a movable pointer on the cowling just astern of the 
motor, that could be et to any angle by a graduated circle (fig. 10). 
The center of gravi y of he ma,chin was about 3 per cent back on the mean wing chord 
and was kept in one place by the addition of lead when a lighter ob erver went up. 
A record of control forces obtained in turn i shown in figure 11 , and it is evident that 
the records are quite di tinguishable in thi flim. In figure 12 is shown a typical record of 
control forces in yaw, and in figure 13 a record of a short flight. In the latter record, as the 
air wa quite bumpy, the illumination was not ufficient to give clear records. On thi instru-
ment only two dry cells were used on a 4-volt lamp, while to get the arne illumination in the 
accelerometer four cells were nece ary with thi lamp. Thi is due to the shorter focal length 
of the lens and the larger mirrors in the force recorder. 
The force recorded wa calibrated by applying known forces on the stick and rudder bar 
by a pulley and weight , at the same time making a recor 1 on the film. The errors due to a 
movement of the controls were studied as well as the effect of one control acting on another, 
but in no case wa the error greater than 1 pound, which was considered as close as anyone set 
of readings could be duplicated. The angle scales were in some cases calibrated with various 
loads on the control surfaces, and in a few ca es it was found necessary to make a small correction 
for deflection l so that the angle readings may be relied on to within one-half of a degree. 
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FIG. lI.-Control forces in a turn to tho lcft and to the right. 
FIG. 12-Conlrol forces in yaw. 
FIG.13.-Controlforces in bumpy air . 
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M OTION IN CIRCLING FLIGHT. 
If m is the mass of the machine in slugs (weight in pounds divided by g or 32.2), cp the angle 
of bank from the horizontal, and F the centripetal force, we have: 
2 
or r, the r adius of the circle= - tV '" 9 an '+' 
if V is the air speed in ft. /sec. 
mv2 F=mg tan cp= -
, r 
R, the re ultant force acting normal to the wing chord will be equal to mg", as shown in figure 
cos '+' 
14, and the ratio of mg to R is given by ~, which is the acceleration experienced in a turn. 
cos '+' 
In figure 15 i plotted this acceleration again t angle of bank, as the acceleration should not 
vary with the air speed, so long as there is no skidding or side-slipping. In figure 16 are plotted 
the angle of attack of the airplane when flying at various speeds and banks taken from the full 
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flight lift curve (the lift coefficient being computed from the known speed and load on the 
wings), and in figure 17 are plotted the theoretical radius of circles and the actual radii as 
obtained by taking the time for a complete circle. It is regretted that a camera obscura wa:;: 
not available to measure this distance accurately, but the results obtained check fairly well, 
and the discrepancy is probably due to the fac t that the calibration of the air speed head is 
affected in banks. In all cases a true bank was held by means of the bubble inclinometer, 
In a turn the outer wing has a higher velocity than the inner one, and its lift is therefore 
greater, producing a rolling moment which must be balanced by the moment of the ailerons. 
The outer wing will also have the higher 1'0 i tance, and the resultant yawing moment is balanced 
by the rudder and in part, except at very small angles of attack, by the ailerons. 
The distance S of the cen ter of lift from the plane of symmetry (fig. 14) may be determined 
by an integration of the air forces , 1 A the velocity along the wing is proportional to its distance 
I K aDD, Technischo Berichte Bane! II! IIef 7. 
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x from point 0 in the axis of the turn, and the lift at any point is proportional to V2, introducing 
r q= -.- (see fig. 14), we have 
sm <p 
where a is the half span, 
which gives 
q+s q+a 
(q+s)Jx2dx= Jx3dx 
q-a q-a 
Hence, substituting for q its value, 
as a2 is usually small compared with r2 the question reduces to: 
2 a2 sin <I> 2 a2g sin2 <I> 2 a2v2 s= - = ' - --
3 r 3 vcos<I> 3r-Jv4+g2r2 
The rolling moment is R ,where R is the total normal force on the wings. For turns at cons tan t 
altitude and correct bank, 
R= W ec. <I> 
L = R = 2 ~ 2 W tan i' 
3 r 
Eliminating r and <I> in turn by introducing the speed of flight, 
L=? a2 TV:q tan2 <I> =? a2 Wv2 
3 v2 3 gr2 
The moment Rs must equal the aileron moment, and as thi increase as the square of the 
pan, it is evident that machines having large pans mu t have relatively more powerful ailerons 
for the same angle of bank than small machine. If it is as umed that the force exerted by the 
ailerons is proportional to their angle from the· mean position this should then be inversely 
proportional to the square of the radius of the turn if the speed remains con tanto An exami-
nation of the experimental curves shows that thi is true for turns of large enough radius for 
the a2 term to be neglected. 
The wing ' drag may be integrated in the same way as the lift, but as the greater part of 
the total drag i structural and aileron resi tancc, little would be gained, as the structural 
r si tance win vary with different machin . It mfty be stated, however, that the decreased 
drag of the inner wing IS almost balanced by the gTeater aileron resi tance on that side, leaving 
very little for the ruddeT to balance, a evidenced by the fact that turn may be made with the 
rudder locked in neutral and with little or no ide- lipping or skidding. 
OME 'LAT RE. 
Throughout thi report the following term and sign will be u ed. All direction are 
taken from the viewpoint of the pilot. It hould be noticed that No.5 i the rever e of that 
previou ly used, being changed for can i tency. 
1. In right, or positive roil, the left wing i raised. 
2. In right, or po itive yaw, the wind strike the pilot' left heck. 
3. Aileron is po itive when the trailing edge of the left aileron is do\vn. 
4. Rudder i po i('ive when the trailing edge move to the right. 
5. Elevator i po itivc when the trailing edge i pulled up. 
6. Aileron force is po itive when force on the tick tend to give right aileron. 
7. Rudder force is po itive when the pu hi with right foot. 
8. Elevator force is po itive when the tick i pulled toward the pilot. 
45069-21-2 
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The forces on the controls are given in all the curve, and if it is de ired to find the moments 
about the control surface hinges, the following conversion factors must be used: 
1. ubtract ! pounds (the tatic weight) from the stick force and multiply by 23. to 
obtain moments in inch pounds. 
2. Multiply stick force by 56.0 to get aileron moments in inch pounds (sum of both 
aileron) . 
3. Multiply rudder force by 10.5 to get moments in inch pounds. 
ONTROL POSITIO S IN TRUE BA KS. 
Before this work wa commenced it was thought that there might be a considerable range 
of rudder and aileron position that would give equal flight propertie to the au:plane. While 
thi was found to be true when flying withou t a lateral inclinometer in seemingly perfect b ank , 
yet if the inclinometer wa held exactly in the center the po itions of the controls were uniquely 
determined. Due to the great difficulty in flying the machine at the correct bank and air speed 
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at the arne time that the readings wore taken, it was found nece sary to repeat each run several 
tiJne. A the variation in control position is very light, in many ca es Ie s than the error in 
reading, the poin ts do not lie moothly on a curve, but in all case the curve obtained hould 
be accurate to one degree. In order to inve tigate the effect of the lip tream, runs were made 
at 1,350 r. p. m . and 600 r. p. m ., and the imilarity in hape between the two set is a check on 
the accuracy of the result. 
The elevator is pulled back in any turn to keep the arne flight speed, for the angle of attack 
is increa ed due to the greater apparent weight of the machine, and this mu t be balanced as in 
level flight by rai ing the elevator (figs. 1 and 19). The curvos are nearly symmetrical abou t 
zero at 600 r. p. m. , but at 1,350 r. p. m. more elevator i required in right banks than in left. 
The longitudinal, ii"\':ed control stability doe not, however, eeru to be therwise affected, as the' 
curves are very nearly parallel. 
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The aileron position curve (fig. 20 and 21) are nearly straight line pa ing through zero 
angle at zero bank, and their lope increases inversely as the air peed; that is, the higher peeds 
require the smaller angles. The mo t important feature, however, is that oppo ite aileron is 
used to hold the bank from increa ing ; that i , the machine is laterally un table with the fixed 
controls. 
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The rudder po ition curves (fig . 22 and 23) indicate directional stability with :fi.~ed rudder 
for small angles of bank. At high banks, e pecially right bank with the throttle open, the 
curve fall off rapidly as the rudder acts more and more a an elevator. The rudder is normally 
held 3!O right in order to balance the lip stream and propeller torque. 
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CO TROL FORCES IN TRUE BANKS. 
The elevator force curves are nearly symmetrical and show increasing values with the angle 
of bank, a would be expected in view of the higher acceleration acting on the elevator (figs. 
24 and 25). In the same way as with fixed controls Lhe stability characteristics seem to be 
unaltered with free controls in any bank. 
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The aileron force curves (figs. 26 and 27) are similar to the corresponding position curves 
and indicate instability, but the slope of the curves increase as the air peed decreases. 
The rudder force i normally of considerable maanitude in lewl fligh t at 1,350 1'. p. m. 
(fig. 2 ) and increase with the air speed, but rather strangely falls oil' as the bank is increased 
either way. The force curves for 600 r. p. m. (fig. 29) are imilar in shape, but cross at 30 left 
bank, and all the forces are of con iderably less magnitude than wi th the motor on. 
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CO TROL POSITIONS IN YAW. 
In figure 30 are plotted the elevator angles for various degrees of yaw at 1,350 r. p. m. 
The curves are nearly parallei, showing that the longitudinal tability with :fixed controls is not 
affected by the angle of yaw. For angles of yaw up to 5° the stick is pushed forward slightly 
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to balance the machine, but at larger angle it is pulled back becau e the lipstream is deflected 
away from the tail. At 600 r . p . m., however (fig. 31), as there is no slipstream, the tick is 
pushed forward about proportionally (,0 the angle of yaw, but at 0 m. h. p. the curves falls 
off at 20° yaw. 
The curve of aileron angle against yaw are plotted in figures 32 and 33, and in general the 
aileron angle is proportional to the angle of yaw and inversely proportional to the air speed. 
At 600 r. p. m. there is a rever al of slope for the low peeds at small angles of yaw. 
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The curve of rudder po ition (fig . 34 and 35) show that the rudder must be kept over 
to hold the yaw, anel the air speed has very little effect on thi angle. On comparing the rudder 
with the ailerons it will be seen that the controls are crossed, as would be expected in a side slip. 
co TROL FOR ES IN YAW. 
The cle\ator forces (fig. 36 and 37) decrea e with the angle of yaw up to about 10°, at wbi('.h 
point they rapidly increa e due to the tail coming out of the -lip tream. In general the longi-
tudinal tability with fre control is unaffected by ya,ving. 
The aileron force curve are hown in figure 3 and 39 and indicale a pO' itive lope at low 
speeds and small angle of yaw, especially with open throttle but at larO'e angle of yaw the 
slope is always negative, that i , right force i u ed to hold right yaw. 
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The rudder forces (figs. 40 and 41) are quite large at large angles of yaw, but what is most 
noticeable is the steep po itive slope of the curves, indicating considerable directional instability 
a fact that will be discu ed later. Mo t of the curves, however, have a small portion of nega-
tive lope at zero yaw, howing that at this angle there is a small stable region. 
ACTUAL FLIGHT WITH FREE AND LOCKED CO TROLS. 
everal flights were made to determine the behavior of the machine with locked and 
free controls. As shown in National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics Report J o. 70, 
the region of longitudinal stability is confined to a small range from about 45 to 50 m. p. h. with 
locked elevator, so that it was neces ary to conduct mo t of the work at this low peed, 
wherea the lateral stabiliLy would have been better at higher peeds. 
WiLh the elevators and ailerons locked the machine could be flown quite easily with the 
rudd r, and gentle turns were successfully made. It was impossible, however, to flyfor more 
than half a minute with all three controls locked, as a bump would send one wing tip down, a 
side slip ensuing that would not correct iiself. The departure of this machine with locked con-
trols from stability is, however, not very large. 
It was found possible to fly not only safely but quite satisfactorily with the rudder locked. 
Turns could be made up to 0° banks smoothly, and with only a slight amount of side slip in 
coming out. The control seemed much better with the throttle open than when closed. With 
the ailerons locked the machine could be controlled and banks successfully made, but in coming 
out of the bank the side lip was excessive and a good deal of altitude must be lost before an 
even keel is reached . In this case the control is better with closed throttle. 
In any flight condition, except rapid gliding flight, if the rudder was released the machine 
would begin to yaw and would oon whip into a very rapid spin from which there seems to be no 
. 1 
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way of extricating it without the use of the rudder, so that any loss of rudder control would 
be an extremely serious matter. This dangerous feature could easily be remedied by the addi-
tion of a slightly larger fin. This emphasizes the fact that wind-tunnel tests for stability with 
free controls should be made with the movable surfaces removed or freely hinged. It was al 0 
noticed that the O. G. position had a marked effect on the directional stability with free con-
trols, a small shift forward of its normal position making the machine almost completely direc-
tionally stable. 
THE FREE FLIGHT DETERMI ATION OF LATERAL DERIVATIVES. 
For the computation of the stability characteristics of an airplane it is necessary to obtain 
experimental value of the resistance derivatives, which are 18 in number for a symmetrical 
airplane. The values of these derivatives are usually determined from the results of wind-
tunnel tests. As the wind-tunnel test'S do not, however, take into account the effect of the 
slipstream, and as the scale correction nece ary to apply to the model results is unknown, it 
will be of great value to compute the re istance derivatives from data obtained in free flight. 
Unfortunately, it is quite difficult to determine all of the derivatives in this manner, and only II 
few can be obtained directly. It was one of the objects of this investigation to determine the 
value of Y v, the lateral force, Lv the rolling moment, and Nv, the yawing moment, due to 
slide slipping, in free flight. 
The method employed to determine Yy con i ted in finding the lateral acceleration experi-
enced in variou side lips and at cli:fferent air peed , and from thi , the curve of lateral force 
against angle of yaw i plotted, and from the lope of this curve Yy is computed. The lateral 
acceleration was determined from the reading of a bubble inclinometer, for in level flight the 
lateral acceleration is given by: 
a= g tan a 
where 9 is the acceleration of gravity and a is the angle read on the inclinometer. 
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If the machine ha an anO'le of bank 4>, 9 will evidently be replaced by the resultant normal 
acceleration, R. Also, when the machine ha an angle of pitch of 8, the term cos 8 must be 
introduced into the equation, 0 that it will then be: 
co 8 
a = g -- tan a 
co 4> 
A all the te t were made with the angle of bank at zero, and since the longitudinal angle in 
no ca e wa enough to introduce any appreciable error, the simplified equation may be used. 
cO · 
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There is one other correction, the deviation from the true reading when the air speed head is 
yawed. This correction was determined by a wind tunnel test of the in trument, and was found 
to be negligibly small. 
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In figure 42 are shown the curves obtained at 1,350 r. p. m. by plotting the lateral force in 
pounds, against angle of yaw, for different air speeds. In figure 43 is plotted the same thing at 
600 r. p. m. It will be noticed that the lateral force is con iderably smaller, being reduced by 
about 25 per cent. It might be thought that thi difference wa due to the fin effect of the pro-
peller, but as will be shown later , this is not nearly enough to account for the difference. The 
discrepancy can only be accounted for, then , by the effect of the slipstream on the body, fin, and 
rudder. 
It i de irable to determine Y v without the effect of the propeller for compari on with 
model tests. Thi might be done by stopping the propeller in the air, but as it could not be 
stopped in the arne po ition every time, it would lead to con iderable errors. As the lateral 
force on a propeller can be computed very closely from tests run by the . P. L., it was thought 
that the best re ult would be obtained by running the airscrew at approximately the speed of 
no thrust, and then subtracting its lateral force from the total of the whole machine. These 
corrected curves are shown in figure 44. 
The derivative Y v is equal to: 
where 
57.3 S 
Um · 
U is the forward velocity in ft. /sec. 
m is the mass of the machine in slugs. 
S is the slope of the lateral force curve in lbs./degree. 
The values of Y v as determined from the mean lope of the force curves are shown in 
figure 45, together with the curve obtained for the JN2 model,2 showing a remarkably close 
agreement between the model and the full- ized machine with the propeller effect subtracted. 
The value of Y v at 1,350 r. p. m. are, however, quite different, being nearly twice as large, and 
the lope of the curve i' in the opposite direction. While the e results give one greater confi-
dence in the model te t for strictly comparable conditions, at the same time they emphasize 
the fact that all model should be tested with a revolving propeller to give actual slipstream 
effect, a the error introduced into stability calculations by neglecting the slipstream may 
be very large. 
2 Dynamical stability- Hunsaker. 
- - -, 
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The determination of Lv was accomplished by applying to the wing tips weights which 
were balanced by a certain movement of the ailerons. In this way it was possible to determine 
what ano-ular etting of the ailerons corresponded to a given rolling moment and from these 
values the rolling moment produced in various degrce of yaw could be determined from the 
original curve shown in figures 32 and 33. As it would havc been quite impossible to take 
off or land the machine with the large unbalanced weights on the wing tips it was neces ary to 
apply equal weights on the wing and when in the air to reI a e one of the weight so that the 
unbalanced force would remain. This wa accompli hed by placing on each wing tip a box 
with a hinged bottom containing sand so that the and could be released from the cockpit, as 
shown in figure 46. Each one of the boxes was capable of holding 150 pound and the machine 
was taken off with both boxe filled with a known wight of and, and when ready to begin the 
test .one box was emptied. When the te t was completed the other box was emptied so that a 
landing could be made with no load in the boxes. Curves of rolling moment against aileron 
angle are shown in figure 47, and it will be seen that the lateral control on thi machine is very 
powerful as an unbalanced load of 150 pounds on one 'wing tip can be easily supported, and 
this is all the more remarkable as this i a machine with aileron only in the upper wing. The 
value of Lv i determined by the following formula: 
L = 57.3 
v -Dm 
the ymbol having the arne meanmg a before. 
FIG. 46.-Method of applying a known rolling moment to the machine. 
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In figure 4 there are plotted the curve for Lv with the motor on and the motor off and it 
will be seen that although the curves are quite on istent in shape, there is a slight difference 
between them, that is, the value with the motor on i slightly larger than the value with the 
motor off, but when comparing the e values with the curve obtained from the model it will be 
seen that the full flight values are much lower than the latter, especially at the lower speeds. 
It is an interesting fact, however, that the curves from the full-sized test and from the model 
test seem to approach each other at the higher peed and this can be explained by the fact 
that the aileron at the high speeds on the full-sized machine are nearly at zero degrees, so that 
it approaches more and more the condition in which the model wa tested, and it is believed 
that the discrepancy between the two tests i due to the fact that in the model ailerons were 
alway kept at zero d grees, wherea , they hould have been rotated to different angles for 
each angle of incidence of the machine. 
FIG. 49.-hletl1od of applyIng a k:nown drag to tne wing tip by means of a small parachute. 
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The determination of Nv was accomplished by relea ing small parachutes from one wing 
tip and measuring the pull of the parachute thTough a tring which connected it to a spring 
scare in the cockpit, as shown in figure 49. In thi way the moment for one degree change in 
rudder angle can be easily found and by using this constant the curve of rudder angle for various 
angles of yaw can easily be converted into yawing moment. The curves of yawing moment 
against rudder angle are shown in figures 50 and 51, each point representing the average of a 
large number of readings. The force with the mall parachute were so small that the accuracy 
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of these readings is not great. Nv is found in the arne way a Lv from the slope of the rudder 
po ition curves and the values obtained are plotted in figure 52. It i evident that the throttle 
setting make very little difference with the value of v and that the value do not agree very 
clo ely with the model re ult , as the full cale re ult have a somewhat lower value than those 
of the model. 
It should be realized when comparing these full flight stability derivative with those from 
the model tests that the values obtained in full flight on account of the inherent errors in such 
testing can not be depended upon to better than 15 per cent and on the other hand the model 
test was made on a JN2 model, which i somewhat different from the JN4H, although the 
values of the e tability derivatives should not be appreciably affected by thi difference. 
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CO CLUSIONS. 
The longitudinal tability is but little affected by either bank or side slip, although the 
force and positions of the elevator may change to a considerable extent. In any bank the 
machine tend to increa e it bank unles re trained both by force and by position of the ailerons. 
In a side slip the machine will continue to increa e the angle of yaw unless restrained by the 
rudder. It is r commended that the lateral dihedral be increased, and that more :fin surface 
be added, in which ca e the machine would probably be laterally stable at least through a small 
range about its symmetrical position. Also the leading edge of the :fin should be moved to the 
left and a balanced portion added to the top of the rudder in order to neutralize the constant 
force on the rudder bar. The value of Y v i greatly altered by the slipstream, so that the 
result from model tests can only be applied to gliding flight. The value of Lv is quite different · 
a t low speed from the model value, but agreement i approached at high speed. Nv is only 
slightly affected by the engine speed, and is not in clo e agreement with the model. 
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